
Service desk automation means using technology and methods to make IT support 
services work better. This usually includes using smart ticket systems, self-service 
websites, and tools that do tasks automatically. With these technologies, you can 

sort and organize support requests, answer common questions automatically, offer 
self-help options, and manage different tasks and approvals more efficiently.

What is Service Desk Automation?

Top 7 Service Desk Automation Ideas

Automated ticket assignment ensures that 
each support ticket is in capable hands. For 
example, technical support issues are 
assigned to agents with the technical 
expertise to address them.

Ticket Routing

Automation can play a role in filtering and 
sorting mail into categories. Once these 
emails are categorized, using RPA bot 
service desk agents can offer immediate 
responses to customers. 

Email Management

Notifications are predefined automated 
alerts, messages, or responses that are 
triggered when specific conditions are 
met. These notifications serve a dual 
purpose, keeping both support agents 
and customers well-informed. 

Alerts and Notifications

Using service desk automation, agents can 
establish ticket escalation rules that 
automate the process of directing major 
support incidents to the most suitable 
team members within your operational 
hierarchy.

Incident Management

A well-structured knowledge base can 
revolutionize your customer service by 
resolving issues autonomously, reducing 
ticket volume, and offering a great 
self-service experience to customers. 

Knowledge Base 
Management

With automation, you no longer have to 
wait for tickets to reach critical stages or 
exceed ideal response times. You can 
proactively set up alerts based on SLA 
conditions, ensuring that you maintain 
complete visibility and control over your IT 
service desk.

SLA Tracking and 
Compliance

Leveraging automation in this process enables service desk agents to authenticate user 
identity automatically by asking multifactor questions and verifying all the details available 
in this system. Then, RPA bots can share the link to the changed password.

Password Reset
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